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1.1

Overview


Self-Organization
Introduction; system management and control; principles and
characteristics; natural self-organization; methods and techniques



Networking Aspects: Ad Hoc and Sensor Networks
Ad hoc and sensor networks; self-organization in sensor networks;
evaluation criteria; medium access control; ad hoc routing; data-centric
networking; clustering



Coordination and Control: Sensor and Actor Networks
Sensor and actor networks; coordination and synchronization; innetwork operation and control; task and resource allocation



Bio-inspired Networking
Swarm intelligence; artificial immune system; cellular signaling
pathways
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1.2

Self-Organization


Yates et al. (1987)
“Technological systems become organized by commands from outside, as
when human intentions lead to the building of structures or machines. But
many natural systems become structured by their own internal processes:
these are the self-organizing systems, and the emergence of order within
them is a complex phenomenon that intrigues scientists from all
disciplines.”



Camazine et al. (2003)
“Self-organization is a process in which pattern at the global level of a
system emerges solely from numerous interactions among the lower-level
components of a system. Moreover, the rules specifying interactions
among the systems’ components are executed using only local
information, without reference to he global pattern.”
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Self-Organization


Pattern formation in the Belousov-Zhabotinski reaction

Photography by Juraj Lipscher
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Self-Organization
Property

Description

No central control

There is no global control system or global
information available. Each subsystem must
perform completely autonomous.

Emerging structures

The global behavior or functioning of the system
emerges in form of observable pattern or
structures.

Resulting complexity

Even if the individual subsystems can be simple as
well as their basic rules, the resulting overall
system becomes complex and often unpredictable.

High scalability

There is no performance degradation if more
subsystems are added to the system. The system
should perform as requested regardless of the
number of subsystems.
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System Management and Control

1:1
n:1

1:m
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n:m
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Management and Control


Monolithic / centralized systems
Monolithic: Systems consisting of a single computer, its peripherals, and
perhaps some remote terminals. Centralized: single point of control for a
group of systems.

permanent control
(fixed hierarchies)

C

S1
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S2

S3

S4
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Monolithic / Centralized Systems


Concepts


Centralized services




Centralized data




Example: a single on-line telephone book

Centralized algorithms




Example: a single server for all users

Example: doing routing based on complete information

Problems
Transparency
 Scalability
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Distributed
Systems

1.8

Management and Control


Distributed systems
A collection of independent subsystems that appears to the application as
a single coherent system

temporary control
(dynamic organization)

S2

C
S1

S4

S3
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Distributed Systems


Distributed system is usually organized as a middleware
(the middleware layer extends over multiple machines)

System A

System B

System C

Application
Distributed control, i.e. middleware architecture
Local system
control (HW, OS)

Local system
control (HW, OS)

Local system
control (HW, OS)

Communication network
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Transparency in Distributed Systems
Access
Location
Migration
Relocation
Replication
Concurrency
Failure
Persistence



Hide differences in data representation and how a
resource is accessed
Hide where a resource is located
Hide that a resource may move to another location
Hide that a resource may be moved to another location
while in use
Hide that a resource is replicated
Hide that a resource may be shared by several
competitive users
Hide the failure and recovery of a resource
Hide whether a (software) resource is in memory or on
disk

Quality described by the degree of transparency
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Trade-off between degree of transparency and system performance

1.11

Scalability of Distributed Systems


Characteristics of distributed algorithms
No machine has complete information about the (overall) system state
2. Machines make decisions based only on local information
3. Failure of one machine does not ruin the algorithm
4. There is no implicit assumption that a global clock exists
1.



Scaling techniques
Asynchronous communication, e.g. database access
 Distribution, e.g. DNS system
 Replication / caching (leads to consistency problems)




Problems
Synchronization
 Resource management
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Self-organizing
Autonomous Systems
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Management and Control


Self-organizing autonomous systems
Loose-coupling
 No (global) synchronization
 Possibly cluster-based collaboration


C

C

S2

S1

S4

S3
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Management and Control


Monolithic / centralized systems
Monolithic: Systems consisting of a single computer, its peripherals, and
perhaps some remote terminals.
Centralized: systems with a well-defined centralized control process.



Distributed systems
A collection of independent subsystems that appears to the application as
a single coherent system.



Self-organizing autonomous systems
Autonomously acting individual systems performing local programs and
acting on local data but participating on a global task, i.e. showing an
emergent behavior.
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Self-Organization in the Context of Complex Systems


Common characteristics
Nonlinear coupling of components
 Nonlinear systems aka self-organization aka emergence aka complexity?




Definition Complex System




The term complex system formally refers to a system of many parts which
are coupled in a nonlinear fashion. A linear system is subject to the
principle of superposition, and hence is literally the sum of its parts, while
a nonlinear system is not. When there are many nonlinearities in a system
(many components), its behavior can be as unpredictable as it is
interesting.

Need for management and control of dynamic, highly scalable, and
adaptive systems
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Self-organization as a paradigm?
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Self-Organization and Emergence


Definition Self-Organization




Self-organization is a process in which structure and functionality (pattern)
at the global level of a system emerge solely from numerous interactions
among the lower-level components of a system without any external or
centralized control. The system's components interact in a local context
either by means of direct communication of environmental observations
without reference to the global pattern.

Definition Emergence
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Emergent behavior of a system is provided by the apparently meaningful
collaboration of components (individuals) in order to show capabilities of
the overall system (far) beyond the capabilities of the single components.

1.16

Self-Organizing Systems

C
Local system
control
C

C

S2
C

S3

C
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S1

Local interactions
(environment,
neighborhood)

S4

Simple local
behavior

S5

C

S6
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Properties of Self-Organization












Absence of external control
Adaptation to changing conditions
Global order and local interactions
Complexity
Control hierarchies
Dynamic operation
Fluctuations and instability
Dissipation
Multiple equilibria and local optima
Redundancy
Self-maintenance
Systems

lacking self-organization

 Instructions from a supervisory leader
 Directives such as blueprints or recipes
 Pre-existing patterns (templates)
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Self-X Capabilities
Feature

Description

Self-configuration

methods for (re-)generating adequate configurations depending on
the current situation in terms of environmental circumstances

Self-management

capability to maintain systems and devices depending on the
current system parameters

Adaptability

ability of the system's components to adapt to changing
environmental conditions

Self-diagnosis

mechanisms to perform system autonomous checks and to
compare the results with reference values

Self-protection

capability to protect the system and its components against
unwanted or even aggressive environmental influences

Self-healing

methods for changing configurations and operational parameters of
the overall system to compensate failures

Self-repair

similar to self-healing but focusing on actual repair mechanisms for
failing system parts

Self-optimization

ability of the system to optimize the local operation parameters
according to global objectives
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Characteristics of Self-Organizing Systems


Self-organizing systems are dynamic and
exhibit emergent properties
Since these system-level properties arise
unexpectedly from nonlinear interactions
among a system’s components, the term
emergent property may suggest to some a
mysterious property that materializes
magically.



Example: growth rate of a population

xn + 1 = rxn(1 − xn)
0 < r < 1: extinction
1 < r < 3: constant size after several generations
3 < r < 3.4: oscillating between two values
3.4 < r < 3.57: oscillating between four values
r > 3.57: “deterministic” chaos
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Consequences of Emergent Properties


A small change in a system parameter can result in a large change in the
overall behavior of the system





Role of environmental factors





Specify some of the initial conditions
Positive feedback results in great sensitivity to these conditions

Self-organization and the evolution of patterns and structure






Adaptability
Flexibility

Intuitively: generation of adaptive structures and patterns by tuning system
parameters in self-organized systems rather than by developing new mechanisms
for each new structure
However: the concept of self-organization alerts us to the possibility that strikingly
different patterns result from the same mechanisms operating in a different
parameter range

Simple rules, complex patterns – the solution to a paradox?
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Self-organizing Autonomous Systems

[SelfOrg]
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Operating Self-Organizing Systems


Asimo's Laws of Robotics – specifically disallow certain harmful behaviors
1.
2.
3.



A robot may not injure a human being, or, through inaction, allow a human being to
come to harm.
A robot must obey orders given it by human beings, except where such orders
would conflict with the First Law.
A robot must protect its own existence as long as such protection does not conflict
with the First or Second Law.

Problems
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The ambiguity and cultural dependence of terms – How can a
subject prove to be human or android? What if robots become
more human-like?
The role of judgment in decision making – Two humans give
inconsistent instructions?
The sheer complexity – The strategies as well as the
environmental variables involve complexity; this widens the
scope for dilemma and deadlock.
Audit of robot compliance – Could the laws be overridden or
modified?
Robot autonomy – To avoid deadlock, a robot must be capable
of making arbitrary decisions.
1.23

Asimo's Laws of Robotics


The Meta-Law: A robot may not act unless its actions are subject to the Laws of
Robotics.



Law Zero: A robot may not injure humanity, or, through inaction, allow humanity to come
to harm.



Law One: A robot may not injure a human being, or, through inaction, allow a human
being to come to harm, unless this would violate a higher-order Law.



Law Two: (a) A robot must obey orders given it by human beings, except where such
orders would conflict with a higher-order Law. (b) A robot must obey orders given it by
superordinate robots, except where such orders would conflict with a higher-order Law.



Law Three: (a) A robot must protect the existence of a superordinate robot as long as
such protection does not conflict with a higher-order Law. (b) A robot must protect its
own existence as long as such protection does not conflict with a higher-order Law.



Law Four: A robot must perform the duties for which it has been programmed, except
where that would conflict with a higher-order law.



The Procreation Law: A robot may not take any part in the design or manufacture of a
robot unless the new robot's actions are subject to the Laws of Robotics.
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Operating Self-Organizing Systems


Attractors


An attractor is a preferred position for the system, such that if the system
is started from another state it will evolve until it arrives at the attractor



Example



p

Markov chain
p determines the likelihood to stay in π1, π2, and π3

1-p

p

p
p

π1

π2
p
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π2

π3
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Natural Self-Organization


Biology






spontaneous folding of proteins and other biomacromolecules
homeostasis (the self-maintaining nature of systems)
morphogenesis, or how the living organism develops and grows
the coordination of human movement
the creation of structures by social animals, grouping

Proliferating epithelial cells forming a tight monolayer (coble stone pattern) – Photography by Bettina Krüger
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Natural Self-Organization


Geology




Landform generation (meandering rivers, sand dunes)

Chemistry


Oscillating reactions, e.g. Belousov-Zhabotinskiy

∂u / ∂t = F (u , v) + Du∇ 2u
∂v / ∂t = eG (u , v) + Dv∇ 2 v
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Basis Methods used in Self-Organizing Systems


Positive and negative feedback



Interactions among individuals and with the environment



Probabilistic techniques
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Positive and Negative Feedback


Simple feedback

Input



Feedback

System
state

Output
Measurement

Amplification problems

Snowballing effect
[SelfOrg]

Implosion effect
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Positive and Negative Feedback
Positive feedback – amplification, accelerated system response
 Negative feedback – stabilization, system control


Measurement
Not OK?
Delayed effects

Source
Reaction!

Activation

Suppression
Outcome
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Effect!
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Interactions Among Individuals and with the Environment
Direct communication among neighboring systems
 Indirect communication via the environment (stigmergy)
 Interaction with (stimulation by) the environment


Indirect communication
via the environment
C

C

S

C

S
C

S

Si

Direct interaction
via signals

Local work
in progress
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Probabilistic Techniques
Examples: stochastic processes, random walk
 Objectives: leaving local optima, stabilization


Simulation results
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Design Paradigms for Self-Organizing Systems


Paradigm #1: Design local behavior rules that achieve global
properties



Paradigm #2: Do not aim for perfect coordination: exploit implicit
coordination



Paradigm #3: Minimize long-lived state information



Paradigm #4: Design protocols that adapt to changes
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Design Paradigms for Self-Organizing Systems
Required functionality – system behavior
(objectives)
Tolerable conflicts
and inconsistencies
(conflict detection
and resolution)

Local properties
(divide and conquer)
Paradigm #1

Paradigm #2

Local behavior rules

Implicit coordination

Synchronized state
(discovery mechanisms)
Paradigm #3
Reduced state

Definition of severe
changes and reactions
(monitoring and control)
Paradigm #4
Adaptive algorithms

Resulting protocol
(behavior rules, messages, state, and control)
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Limitations of Self-Organization


Controllability




Cross-mechanism interference




composition of multiple self-organizing
mechanisms can lead to unforeseen
effects

determinism
scalability

Software development




Predictability vs. scalability

New software engineering approaches
are needed

centralized
control

distributed
systems

self-organized
systems

System test
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Incorporation of the unpredictable
environment
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Outlook


Part II – Networking Aspects: Ad Hoc and Sensor Networks



Part III – Coordination and Control: Sensor and Actor Networks



Part IV – Bio-inspired Networking
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Self-Organization in Sensor and Actor Networks
C

C

S2

C

Task allocation layer
• Coordination
• Resource management
• Synchronization
• Middleware

S3

S1
S4

S

S

C

S

S
A
A
S
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S

Communication layer
• Wireless links
• Routing
• Data management
• Topology control

S
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Self-Organization vs. “Bio-inspired”
Objective

Bio-inspired research domains

Computation

DNA computing, cellular automata

Optimization

genetic algorithms, neural networks

Self-learning

neural networks, artificial immune
system

Self-organization

swarm intelligence, artificial immune
system, attractor schemes, biological
signaling pathways

Techniques for
Self-organization
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Techniques for
Self-organization
related to biology

Bio-inspired Algorithms
and Methods
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Summary (what do I need to know)


Understanding of self-organization and emergence
Principles
 Characteristics




Basic techniques used in self-organizing systems
Positive and negative feedback
 Interactions among the individuals and with the environment
 Probabilistic techniques




Advantages and limitations
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